
ALONE TIME 
Things to do while  
your teen has fun. 
All activities are free with Museum admission and 
require no reservation, unless otherwise noted.

6:30–7:30 pm 
Explore the collection
Travel the world without leaving Manhattan! View art 
across time and place during this Museum Highlights 
tour of the collection. Meet at the Tours Sign, north side 
of the Great Hall, first floor.

6:30–7:30 pm 
See it through an artist’s eyes 
Join textile artist Elaine Reichek for Artists on Artworks 
as she shares some of her favorite things on view in 
the galleries. Note: Limited to 45 people; tickets are 
distributed 30 minutes prior to the talk in Gallery 534, 
Vélez Blanco Patio, first floor.

6:30–8:30 pm
Draw from great works of art
Connect with your creative side in this Drop-in Drawing 
session in the Ancient Near Eastern Art Galleries. 
Come and go as you like. No drawing experience 
necessary. Instruction every 30 minutes. Gallery 403, 
second floor.

5–8 pm 
Enjoy drinks, a nibble, and live music  
at the Great Hall Balcony Bar
Revel in the sounds of ETHEL, one of the most 
acclaimed string quartets in the contemporary 
classical field. (Food and drink available for purchase.) 
Great Hall Balcony Bar, second floor.

Looking for additional dining options? Check out  
the Museum Map or ask at the Information Desks.  

appstore.com/themet
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Create your own experience, until 8:45 pm                      
  

Discover the Met or see it anew with the new  
Met app.
Use the collection highlights and staff picks as your 
own treasure hunt. Browse exhibitions, events, and  
the latest Met news with a simple swipe.
appstore.com/themet

Check out a special exhibition.
Catch them before they go! Check the Met app or 
pick up a Now on View card to see a list of temporary 
exhibitions.

See the newly reinstalled galleries of Modern Art.
Take a journey through innovative movements in 
American and European art between 1900–1950.  
Start in Gallery 908, Muriel Kallis Steinberg Newman 
Gallery, first floor.

Follow the Director’s lead.
Take the Director’s Tour on the Audio Guide and  
see just a few of the many things that make the Met’s 
collection a standout. Inquire at the Audio Guide desk 
in the Great Hall (rental fee applies).

Enjoy some quiet time.
Ask at the Information Desks for tips on the quietest 
corners of the Met.

The event is sponsored  
by Bonnie J. Sacerdote. 

The Met app and 
Audio Guide are 
supported by

WNYC is a media partner  
of Teens Take the Met.


